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 ABSTRACT 
We present a theoretical study of new nanostructures based on the bilayered 
graphene with periodically arranged hexagonal holes (bilayered graphene 
antidots). Our ab initio calculations show that fabrication of hexagonal holes in 
bigraphene leads to connection of the neighboring edges of the two graphene 
layers with formation of a hollow carbon nanostructure sheet which displays 
wide range of electronic properties (from semiconductor to metallic), 
depending on the size of the holes and the distance between them. The results 
were additionally supported by wave packet dynamical transport calculations 
based on the numerical solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION. Graphene, a two-dimensional 
(2D) carbon crystal with honeycomb structure was 
first isolated by the micromechanical cleavage of 
graphite in 2004. [1,2] Beside the monolayer film, 
bilayered graphene attracts a specific attention due to 
its particular electronic properties. [3] Like in the 
case of monolayer, the bilayered graphene is 
semimetal, but its conduction and valence bands 
touch with quadratic dispersion, opposite to the 
linear dispersion relation seen in one layer 
graphene. [4] Therefore, the problem of the lack of a 
semiconductor band gap remains in bilayered 
graphene. The fabrication of bilayered graphene 
ribbons or adsorption of adatoms to bilayered 
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graphene structure, like in the case of single layer 
graphene, [5-7]can open a band gap, but also create 
scattering regions whereas it is highly desirable to 
avoid the depression of mobility of the pi-electrons. It 
is possible to open a gap using electric field effect, [8] 
but its size is tiny, and cannot be used in 
semiconductor devices. 
A promising way to open a band gap in graphene is 
the making of periodical nanopores in the structure. 
It was predicted that such periodic arrays of holes in 
graphene lattice transform graphene from semimetal 
to semiconductor with a tunable band gap by means 
of the changing of the period and the size of the 
holes. [9-11] Periodical nanopores were 
experimentally realized by different methods, [12-16] 
with general confirmation of theoretical 
predictions. [9,10,17-20] The transport measurements 
show that such materials display an effective energy 
gap (~100 meV) and an ON-OFF ratio up to 10, which 
is a promising feature of the graphene antidot 
scheme. [21,22] It can be speculated that while in the 
case of a graphene monolayer such holes act as 
scattering edges, in the case of a bilayered structure 
the neighboring graphene edges can connect with 
each other (as was shown in several experimental 
papers on formation of a closed-edge structure [23-26] 
after an e-beam irradiation of the bilayered 
graphene). This would create a bilayer hollow 
graphene material without edges, i.e. without any 
interruption of the sp2 carbon lattice. Such kind of 
structures with closed-edges can be described as a 
complex structure that combines the flat geometry of 
graphene with the curvature of small diameter 
nanotubes. Curvature effects induce local 
hybridization, which can bring new physics, which is 
able to give a new opportunity to apply 
bigraphene-based nanostructures in nanoelectronic 
devices. A further advantage may be that while the 
building of a regular carbon nanotube lattice from 
individual CNTs seems presently less feasible, a 
regular structure resembling such lattice may be 
produced by the coupling of the atomic bonds at the 
edges of bilayered graphene antidote lattice. 
Here we will show that creating of holes in bilayered 
graphene leads to the formation of a family of novel 
closed-edge hollow nanostructures with special 
electronic properties. We found that the highly 
strained edges of the bilayered graphene holes tend 
to compensate dangling bonds by the stitching of the 
edges of the two layers. We investigated the 
electronic properties of these superlattices with 
hexagonal unit cell and obtained that depending 
upon the atomic geometry (the size of the holes and 
the distance between them) both semiconducting 
(with band gap ~1 eV) and metallic behavior can 
occur. The propagation of the electrons was also 
studied using a wave packet dynamical (WPD) 
transport approach. 
The organization of the paper is a follows. In Sec. 2 
the calculation methods are presented. Section 3 
consists of three parts. The first part gives the results 
of the investigation of the stability and formation of 
bilayered graphene superlattices (BGS) with 
connected layers and hexagonal holes. In the second 
part of Sec. 3 the investigation of the electronic 
properties depending on the geometric parameters 
was performed and the origin of the specific 
electronic properties was discussed. The third part is 
devoted to the calculation of the transport properties. 
Sec. 4 contains the discussion of the results. 
CALCULATION METHODS. The investigation of 
the geometry and stability of the BGS were made 
from an energetic point of view using the density 
functional theory with local density approximation 
(DFT-LDA) implemented in SIESTA package with 
periodic boundary conditions. [27] To calculate 
equilibrium atomic structures, the Brillouin zone was 
sampled according to the Monkhorst-Pack [28] 
scheme with a k-point density of 0.08 Å-1. In the 
course of the atomic structure minimization, 
structural relaxation was carried out until the change 
in the total energy was less than 10-4 eV, or forces 
acting on each atom were less than 10-3 eV/Å. The 
number of atoms in hexagonal unit cell was 150 to 
1000, depending on structural parameters. 
The electronic properties were calculated using the 
DFTB approach, [29] with a second-order expansion 
of the Kohn-Sham total energy in density functional 
theory with respect to charge density fluctuations 
implemented in DFTB+ software package. This 
method can provide the qualitative data about the 
changes of the value of the band gap. This method is 
well-established to describe the complex properties 
of materials. [29] The band structures were 
constructed with set of k-points from 20 to 5 
depending on the size of unit cell in each of the 
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high-symmetry directions. 
We performed transport calculations of the modelled 
BGS by using wave-packet dynamics (WPD), [30] 
which is able to handle systems containing a large 
number of C atoms compared to the ab-initio 
calculations. Further advantage of the WPD method 
is that it makes it possible to identify the scattering 
sites responsible [31] to the characteristic features in 
transport functions. 
In our geometry, the wave packet (WP) is injected 
from a metallic electrode to the semi-infinite 
structure modeling a transport measurement setup. 
The metallic electrode is approximated by a jellium 
potential with Fermi energy Ef = 5 eV and work 
function W = 4.81eV. For the considered BGS, we 
used a local one-electron pseudopotential [32] 
matching the band structure of graphite and 
graphene sheet. This parameterized potential 
( ) ∑∑
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−
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N
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, where jr
r  denote the 
atomic positions and N is the number of the atoms, 
has also been successfully applied for carbon 
nanotubes [33] and graphene grain boundaries. [34] 
The incoming wave packet from the electrode was 
launched with eVEE Fk 5==  kinetic energy and 
had a spatial width of nmy 37.0=∆ , ∞=∆=∆ zx . 
The time development of the wave packets were 
calculated using a modified version of our computer 
code developed for solving the time-dependent 
Schrödinger equation for carbon nanotubes and 
graphene. [35,36] 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. Here we considered 
BGS in which the hexagonal holes have zigzag edges. 
Such type of edges was chosen based on 
experimental data [13,37] where holes with 
dominantly zigzag edges was obtained after the 
graphene etching. Moreover, according to theoretical 
predictions armchair edges of bilayered graphene 
cannot form a closed structure due to geometrical 
incompatibility. [26] Due to the high in-plane elastic 
constant and small bending modulus graphene tends 
to minimize edge energy by out-plane bending (if it 
can). This effect is responsible for the bending of 
narrow graphene nanoribbons with bare 
edges. [23,38] Whereas in the case of a graphene 
monolayer the edges display dominantly an in-plane 
reconstruction, the presence of highly strained edges 
of the neighboring layers in BGS leads to the bending 
and connection of the two edges to compensate 
dangling bonds (the same behavior was observed in 
bigraphene edges, see Refs [24-26]). Therefore, the 
creation of the periodically arranged holes in 
bigraphene should lead to fabrication of hollow 
carbon structures with closed edges, as illustrated in 
Figure 1 a-b. We found that such a process runs 
without any activation barrier (Figure 1 c) for any of 
the structures considered in this work, and therefore 
we can expect that during an experiment such a 
structure will be formed spontaneously. 
 
Figure 1 The proposed scheme of fabrication. (a) Top and side 
view of the pristine structure of bilayered graphene in "AA" 
stacking with the depicted area for holes and (b) such structure 
with created holes. The red arrows denote the atoms on a top 
layer that connect with the atoms on the bottom layer. In the 
lower figure the atomic connections are visible. Rh and Dh are the 
two geometrical parameters which define the structure, see the 
text for details. (c) Energy barrier calculated for the (3, 8) 
structure versus the distance between edges of two graphene 
layers. E0 - denotes the energy of the initial structure. In the inset 
the 3D view of the (3, 8) BGS is presented. (e) Relative energy 
between initial (edges are not connected) and final (edges are 
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connected) states of BGS structures with various values of Dh. 
properties of BGS are directly related to their atomic 
geometry or more specifically with the size of the 
holes and the distance between them as well as the 
flattening of the region between the holes. [25] With 
an increasing hole size the whole structure tends to 
the geometry of a carbon nanotube network, which 
can display semiconducting properties, [39,40] 
whereas with increasing of the distance between the 
holes the geometry of the structure tends to that of 
the semimetallic bilayered graphene. According to 
these facts we classified BGS structures using two 
independent parameters: size of the holes Rh (the 
length of one edge of the hexagonal hole in the units 
of graphene unit cell in zigzag direction) and 
distance between holes Dh (in the units of graphene 
unit cell in armchair direction) (Figure 1 b). 
Figure 1 c shows the “relative energy” (energy 
difference between the transition and initial 
structures) as a function of the distance between the 
atoms on the adjacent edges in the two layers for a 
particular parameter pair (Rh = 3, Dh = 8). By the 
decreasing of the distance between the atoms on the 
adjacent edges of the holes the relative energy 
decreases and tends to the minimum value 
(~-0.16 eV/atom). The minimum of the relative 
energy corresponds to a structure with bond length 
between the carbon atoms from neighboring layers 
equal to 1.415 Å. Such value of the bond length 
matches well with the equilibrium bond length 
between sp2 carbon atoms. Further decreasing of the 
distance leads to a sharp increase of the energy. This 
fact allows us to conclude that in the absence of 
impurities on the edges of the holes the connected 
layers (BGS) form a stable configuration. 
It should be noted that the spontaneous formation 
occurs not only for the "AA" stacked bigraphene 
(which is less favorable in energy) but also for the 
more favorable Bernal stacked BGS. Bernal stacked 
bilayered graphene with periodically arranged holes 
without the connections between the layers means 
that the holes were made in "AA" stacked graphene 
and then the layers were shifted. Only in a case when 
the distance between the holes was larger than the 
size of the holes the connections between the layers 
took place after the stacking transformation from 
"AB" to "AA" by means of the shifting of the layers 
relative to each other with further formation of the 
bonds between the layers. 
With the increasing of Rh the regions between the 
holes tend to become narrow zigzag graphene 
nanoribbons with edges of high chemical activity. 
This leads to the bending of the ribbon [38] with 
further decreasing of the distance between the layers 
and further formation of the chemical bonds between 
them. In both stacking at a fixed Dh, due to the 
increasing of Rh (size of the holes), the relative energy 
is negative in all the range of Rh which proves that 
the structures with connected layers (BGS) are the 
energetically preferable configurations. 
Figure 1 e shows the relative energy as a function of 
the second parameter Dh (distance between the holes). 
With an increasing distance between the holes the 
relative energy increases and becomes positive. In 
that case the nanoribbons between the holes become 
wider and can’t minimize their energy due to a 
bending, hence they remain flat. During the 
geometry optimization structure remains bilayered 
graphene without transformations from "AB" to "AA" 
stacking. 
The pronounced dependence of the shape of the BGS 
upon the Rh and Dh parameters allows us to suppose 
a drastically different behavior of the electronic 
properties for the different structures. Indeed, we 
found that the variation of the parameters will allow 
to tune the conductivity from semiconducting to 
metallic. In order to explore this variation, we 
considered the electronic properties for a wide range 
of the structural parameters with the total number of 
atoms in unit cell from 150 to 1500. 
In Figure 2 a and Figure 2 b the dependence of the 
band gap on the Dh parameter for structures with 
fixed Rh values of 2 and 3, respectively, are presented. 
We obtained that in both cases the band gap 
decreases with the increase of the distance between 
the holes (Dh), according to a quantum confinement 
law ( )nhgap DaE
1
~ 0
 (where a0 and n are fitting 
coefficients). At the infinite limit of Dh the electronic 
structure tends to the bilayered graphene with zero 
band gap. At the presented values of Rh the fitting 
coefficients were obtained as a0 = 0.43, n = 1.41 (Figure 
2 a) and a0 = 0.11, n = 1.81 (Figure 2 b), respectively. 
In the case of the variation of Rh (size of the holes) at 
fixed Dh (Figure 2 c) the behavior of the band gap 
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displays a more complex character, it also shows a 
decrease of the band gap by quantum confinement 
law ( )nhgap RaE
1
~ 1
 (where a1 and n are the fitting 
coefficients). The slight oscillations can be attributed 
to the complex geometry of the structure (presence of 
nanotube Y-junctions which contain topological 
defects represented by 8-membered carbon rings) 
which strongly affects the electron distribution and 
the electronic properties of BGS. Obtained values of 
the fitting coefficients are a1 = 0.67, n = 0.76.
 
 
Figure 2 The dependence of the band gap on the two main parameters: (a-b) Dh, the distance between the holes and (c) Rh, the hole size. 
(d) The changing of the main parameters for (a, b) and (c).
It is important to notice that Figure 2 shows the 
asymptotic limits of the two main parameters. In 
both cases the band gap tends to zero, because 
asymptotic limits of Dh and Rh correspond to 
geometries of metallic bilayered graphene and 
metallic armchair carbon nanotube (CNT), 
respectively. Note that in the earlier reports [41,42] 
bilayered graphene superlattices with rectangular 
unit cell were studied. All considered structures 
display semimetal properties besides noncovalent 
bonded bilayered nanomesh. [42] 
It should be noted, however, that not only the 
structures with high values of Rh can have low values 
of the band gap. Decreasing of the size of the holes 
until point defects (vacancies) leads to an appearance 
of metallic properties without any dependence on the 
distance between the vacancies. This peculiar 
behavior of the band gap does not follow the 
dependence presented on the Figure 2 c because point 
defects are not included in our classification. In the 
presented classification a BGS is described by means 
of the length of the edge of hexagonal holes in the 
zigzag direction, but the point defects cannot be 
described as hexagonal holes., This particular case, 
the unit cell of the bilayered graphene with point 
defects is presented in Figure 3 a. Figure 3 b shows the 
metallic band structure and the corresponding partial 
electron density of states (colored lines), as well as 
the total DOS (black line). Appearance of metallicity 
is originated from the intermediate hybridization 
state of the carbon atoms: the high curvature of the 
carbon lattice leads to a transition of the electronic 
states of the atoms marked by purple from sp2 to sp3 
state, but the absence of the fourth neighbor for them 
creates a dangling bond with unsaturated conduction 
electron.
  
 
Figure 3 The BGS with point defect. a) Atomic structure of the unit cell of BGS with point defects (top and side view); b) band structure 
and density of states. Different colors show partial densities of states at the different atoms; c) the wave function distribution at the 
Fermi level with isovalue 0.03 electrons per cubic angstrom (top and side view, the two colors denote the positive and negative signs of 
the wave function).
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From the Figure 3 a and 3 b we can observe that the 
metallic behavior mainly originates from the atoms 
marked by purple (first neighbor atoms). 
In order to investigate not only the electronic, but 
also the transport properties of the modeled BGS, 
we performed wave-packet dynamical (WPD) 
calculations. Two specific BGS with semiconductor 
and metallic properties were selected. Figure 4 
shows the model geometry, together with three 
snapshots from the time evolution of the 
probability density ( )tr ,ρ r , for the case of the 
semiconducting BGS. These 2D (XY) images 
illustrate the charge spreading on the top layer of 
the BGS. In the first frame at t = 0.2 fs the WP 
coming from the y direction (denoted by red 
arrows in Figure 4 a) is still in the jellium electrode. 
At t = 3 fs a part of the WP has already penetrated 
about 2 nm into the BGS, while a part of it reflects 
back to the jellium electrode. By t = 12 fs the 
electrode has become empty and the WP spreads 
the whole BGS surface. Due to the finite energy 
spread of the initial WP, different energies are 
mixed in the snapshots of the time evolution (Figure 
4). 
 
Figure 4 (a) Top view of the model geometry of the metallic 
electrode and the semi-infinite semiconducting BGS. (b-d) 
Selected snapshots from the time evolution of the probability 
density of the wave packet shown as color-coded 2D (top view 
XY) sections. Black corresponds to zero, yellow to the 
maximum density ( 51078.9 −⋅ ) [see the scalebar in (b)]. The 
size of the presentation window is 7.68 nm. 
In order to study the dynamics at well defined 
energy values, we performed a time-energy (t → E) 
Fourier transform, thus we calculated ( )Er ,rψ  
from ( )tr ,rψ . The probability current ( )Erj ,r  
and the transmission function ( )ET  is calculated 
from ( )Er ,rψ . [34] Figure 5 shows the probability 
density distributions and the corresponding 
transmission functions at the Fermi energy for the 
semiconductor and metallic BGS. In the 
semiconductor case the probability density shows a 
decay in the BGS (Figure 5 a), and no further 
spreading occurs at the Fermi energy, opening a 
0.6 eV transport gap. In contrast, the WP spreads 
along the whole metallic BGS with a high 
transmission probability. 
The effect of the (CNT) Y-junctions on the 
electronic transport can be also seen in Figure 5 b. 
Atomic structure of such kind of CNT Y-junctions 
were considered in Ref. [43] and called as "planar 
jungle gyms". The slightly decreased probability 
density at the junctions corresponds to the reduced 
DOS at the Fermi energy calculated by DFT. 
 
Figure 5 (a-b) Probability density on the semiconductor and 
metallic BGS at the Fermi energy shown by color-coded 2D 
(top view XY) sections. The images are renormalized 
individually to their maximum density. The maximum density 
values are 51023.5 −⋅  and 41031.1 −⋅  for the (a) and (b), 
respectively; (c-d) Transmission functions of the two BGS. 
CONCLUSIONS. In this work we have studied in 
detail the novel hexagonal nanomeshes based on 
bilayered graphene. The atomic structure and the 
formation process were investigated using the 
density functional theory. It was found that after 
making holes in the bilayered graphene lattice, the 
two layers tend to connect with each other along 
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the edges of the holes without any activation 
barrier (in the case of absence of impurity atoms in 
the edges). Using the DFTB approximation the 
electronic properties of the BGS and the 
dependences of the band gap on two main 
parameters characterizing the geometry were 
studied in detail. In the asymptotic case, for both 
parameters the band gap tends to zero. Also a 
special case of the metallic BGS with point defects 
was considered. Electron transport through 
different BGS was calculated by the wave packet 
dynamical method. The results confirm the 
semiconductor and metallic properties. The 
presented results can serve as a basis for the further 
investigation and fabrication of jointless (absence of 
stacking faults) hollow semiconducting materials 
with tunable electronic properties, with potential 
applications in mobility nanoelectronic devices. 
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